
WRITE AND READ JAPANESE

If you're serious about learning Japanese, you have to get to grips with the script sooner or later. If you don't, you won't
be able to read or write anything useful.

The number of kanji in existence number into the tens of thousands, but the good news is that a large number
of these are rarely used variants, accumulated throughout history. Kanji is used for words of both Japanese and
Chinese origin, as well as many Japanese names. But, they are highly fluent in the topics they do know, which
happen to center on religion. Go ahead, you can learn the phonetic characters hiragana and katakana from the
start. How do they do it? Photo Credit:. Focus on speaking and listening comprehension. I hope you liked this
article and that it has made you want to look more and study this language. When I first started writing in
Japanese, my handwriting was atrocious and I disliked writing in kanji. Chinese characters and were borrowed
from Chinese. Three Japanese Alphabets First things first, Japanese uses three main scripts or alphabets :
hiragana, katakana and kanji. This will have you recognizing characters with hardly any effort. Little by little,
people started accepting Hiragana, and today anyone can use it, no matter their gender. The kunyomi is
usually used when the kanji stands alone, and the onyomi when it is part of a compound. But as more and
more people saw how useful they were for everyday Japanese writing, Katakana began to blend together with
Kanji. Because this system was quite complicated, kana were invented as a way to simplify it. Have you heard
of the Mormons? So there are lots and lots of kanji, but in order to make more sense of them we can start by
categorising them. They concentrate on grammar rules 3. Nowadays, it feels like second nature to record my
daily events in Japanese script. So where did hiragana and katakana come from? Many characters have been
combined with others to create new ones. A big problem with trying to learn how to read and write kanji
before having a good foundation in conversation fluency is that you have no personal context for the kanji.
Can you see the contrast between complex characters orange and simpler ones blue and green? Just do what
works best. There are no spaces in Japanese, so kanji helps distinguish when a new word begins. The
missionaries who go to Japan become surprisingly fluent in that short time. So that covers the origins the two
kana scripts in Japanese, and how we use them. Kanji are made up of smaller parts known as radicals. Some
very common words are also written in Hiragana rather than Kanji. Learn Japanese. What more could you ask
for? This is a big key to keeping up your excitement and enthusiasm, because it gets you much further toward
fluency, much quicker than any other method. They are generally reserved for: 1. Prior to this, most people
had a very hard time learning how to write in Japanese. Each of these corresponds to a combination of the 5
Japanese vowels a, i, u, e o and the 9 consonants k, s, t, n, h, m, y, r, w. It is a very interesting and beautiful
way of mixing writing systems in a unique way. Katakana symbols are characterized by their angular, boxy
lines. We wrote it to help you learn how to write in Japanese as the Japanese do. China, on the other hand, had
one for around a millennium! If you see it, you can say it! Katakana is mostly used to write borrowed words of
foreign origin, and onomatopoeic sound effects. Mormon missionaries? Hiragana and katakana use the same
sounds, but different characters. Four keys: 1.


